Wellbeing Survey – February, 2021
Students were asked to complete this anonymous survey online in class. The data below
summarizes the feedback shared by 344 Hadley students.

2. We are hoping to learn more about the diversity that makes up our school community.
Are you; (select all that apply)

All options were popular in improving student’s classroom experience although “Being able
to listen to music in class” gained the most interest. Engaging and fun teaching strategies,
changing the classroom set-up and community building activities were also significant.
Other responses included more engaging tools like Kahoot, having friends in the same class,
decorating the classes and having more choice –for example, presenting in small groups
instead of in front of the whole class or not being called on if a student’s hand is not up.

Many students would enjoy lessons with more movement built in as well as Brain Breaks
and a few minutes to themselves to make the school day more enjoyable for them. Fun
school spirit challenges, virtual clubs and activities were also popular options. Other ideas
suggested by students included walks, more class work but less homework, having the
choice to stay inside, less tests, watch movies and playing video games, not doing work
every minute of the day, more sport related activities, and more group work. Many
students also identified wearing hats and hoods as something that would improve their
school day at Hadley.

51% of Hadley students shared that they feel accepted in our school community. 26% feel
that they do not due to social pressure to fit in while Race (8%) and Sexual Orientation
(6%) were also significant factors as were Gender Identity (4%), Cultural Background (3%)
and Religious Beliefs (3%).
Other reasons for not feeling accepted included body shape and size, bullying, exclusion,
living situation.
12. If you would like a staff member to reach out to you for support, please share
your name below and what kind of support would be helpful for you.
In response this question, 37 students included their name requesting additional support.
These names were shared with our Spec Ed Technicians working with various groups of
students within the school and the Resource team to triage what support and follow-up
might be needed.
13. Anything else? If there's anything else you would like to share about any of the
questions in this survey, please share here!
Mental breaks, listening to music, online learning for all grades, access to weightroom/gym, afternoon recess to not have to have three periods in a row, hats, hoods, extra
help in Math and French came up several times. Decorating classrooms to make them more
welcoming and comfortable, more people permitted in the washrooms at a time, letting
students come in earlier, staying in at lunch, locker access, mixing of groups, less writing
and more discussion were also areas where some students wanted to see change. It would
also be helpful for students to better understand how to access resources like extra help,
body breaks with a Spec Ed tech and outside services.

